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1.1 Aim of the thesis
This thesis presents results on dynamic simulations on centrifugal compressors, par-
ticularly the work is focused on simulate surge dynamic using a process simulator
(UniSim Design, HYSYS) and to monitor compressor’s performance while simulat-
ing a compressor’s trip event, as can be an emergency shut-down (ESD).
Surge is an unstable operating mode of a compression system that occurs at low
flow rates. Surge is still a big problem when dealing with dynamic compressors, as it
threatens the integrity of the machine, because of the large thermal and mechanical
loads involved. This work has been developed together with GE Oil & Gas Nuovo
Pignone s.r.l. which has offered its know-how regarding process dynamic simulations
of centrifugal compressors’ applications. Simulations have found to be a powerful
tool in the Oil & Gas field, in order to asses the operability of a plant; this thesis
aimed to implementing a dynamic model within the process simulator and thus
extending its natural capabilities, so to offer a new tool which allow an optimized
anti-surge sizing, that is based upon dynamic simulations results.
1.2 Outline
Chapter 2. Description of centrifugal compressors, focused on applications in the
Oil & Gas field. The basic mechanical aspects are introduced and the classifica-
tion of centrifugal compressors is explained in order to give to the reader the basic
knowledge for understanding this work.
Chapter 3. The basic equations of compressors are analysed, starting from the
first principle of thermodynamic up to the Eulerian equation for turbomachines. The
compressor characteristic is obtained from energy balance considerations, in both
dimensional and non-dimensional form. The main issues of centrifugal compressors
are explained with particular focus on surge. Finally the concept of four quadrant




Chapter 4. The Greitzer dynamic model is introduced and all its equations are
analysed. Its applicability is discussed based upon its features. The extension of the
compressor map in the second quadrant is shown and analysed. Results from simu-
lations are presented in order to validate the model and comparison of simulations
from Matlab and from process simulator is shown, highlighting the advantages of
this last one.
Chapter 5. The model developed in the simulator environment is tested with a
real case study of an Oil & Gas compression system. Surge cycles are analysed and
an emergency shut-down is simulated. Finally a sensitivity analysis is carried out
in order to show which aspects have the stronger influence on surge frequency and
time spent in reverse flow time.
Chapter 6. Conclusions of the work, focusing on results from simulations to
asses the goodness of the performance of the anti-surge system. The improvement





Compressors are devices capable of transferring work to a fluid, with the goal of
increasing its pressure thus they are classified as process machines, meaning that
the energy is transferred from the shaft to the fluid. Compressors cover a wide
range of applications, from process industries to aircraft engine. There are several
types of compressors which suit, in the best possible way, all the need in technical
applications.
2.1.1 Classification of compressors
There are essentially two types of compressor:
 Positive displacement
 Dynamic
A further classification is done in order to remark how the machine operates:
Figure 2.1: Compressors types
Positive displacement compressors work by means of entrapping a volume
of gas and reducing that volume, they are suitable for small flow rates and high
pressure service. These compressors have a great flexibility, being capable of han-
dling different fluids. These compressors have many applications, ranging from small
capacity application to industrial usage. They are manufactured in various config-
urations and their pressure range is thus the broadest, extending from low pressure
up to about 2500 bar.
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Rotary compressors are positive displacement machines in which the compressing
and displacement are affected by the positive action of rotating elements. The two
most common types of rotary positive displacement compressors are:
 Screw compressors
 Vane compressors
Reciprocating compressors are positive displacement machines in which the com-
pressing and displacing element is a piston having a reciprocating motion within a
cylinder. There are two types of reciprocating compressors:
 High speed (separable)
 Low speed (integral)
Dynamic compressors, also known as turbocompressors, convert the kinetic en-
ergy of the accelerated gas into potential energy, which results in an increase of
pressure. These compressors work with continuous flow, but because of their dy-
namic nature the density and the molecular weight of the processed gas has a strong
influence on their performance. Dynamic compressors are suitable for large flow
rates, but compared to positive displacement compressors their pressure ratio is
lower. Dynamic compressors are used in aircraft engine as well as in many indus-
trial applications. As we can see from figure 2.1 dynamic compressors are further
subdivided into two categories, this classification is based on the direction of the gas
compared to the axis of rotation.
Here is a brief framework based upon the main features of different compressors (for
major details see: [15] ):
Figure 2.2: Typical application range of compressor types
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Table 2.1: Main compressors’ features
Type Advantages Disadvantages
Centrifugal compressor Wide operating range;
Reliability; Low mainte-
nance
Unstable at low flow
(surge); Moderate effi-
ciency
Axial compressor High efficiency; High
speed capability; Higher
flow for given size
Low pressure ratio per
stage; Narrow flow range;
Expansive and fragile
balding
Positive displacement Pressure ratio capability
not affected by gas prop-
erties; Good efficiency at
relatively low speed
Limited capacity; High
weight to capacity ratio
2.2 Centrifugal compressors applications
Centrifugal compressors are widely used nowadays in numerous applications for their
optimal properties and for their low cost. Compressors are:
 essential for providing compressed air to driving pneumatic tools (for control
operation)
 used in all refrigeration systems
 used coupled with combustion devices
 fundamental for gas processing
2.2.1 Description of Oil & Gas sectors
Of particular interest is the OIL & GAS field where centrifugal compressors are
practically essential.
The oil and gas industry is usually divided into three major sectors: upstream,
midstream and downstream.
Upstream sector is characterized by search, recovery and production of crude
oil and natural gas. This sector is also known as the exploration and production
sector.The upstream sector includes the searching for underground or underwater
oil and gas fields, the drilling of exploratory wells and, if the wells are deemed
economically viable and recoverable, the operation of wells that bring crude oil and
raw natural gas to the well’s surface.
Midstream sector involves storage of raw products until they can be transported
to the refinery. The transportation can be done either by pipelines, rail or tanker
truck. Distribution of natural gas and LNG processing are also listed among mid-
stream activities.
The downstream sector refers to the refining of crude oil, and the selling of natural
gas and products that are derived from crude oil. Such products can include LPG,
10
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gasoline, jet fuel, diesel fuel, fuel oils, asphalt and petroleum coke.
Once an oil or gas reservoir is discovered and assessed, the task is to maximize the
amount products that can ultimately be recovered. Oil and gas are contained in
the pore spaces of the reservoir rock. Some types of reservoirs allow the oil and
gas to move freely, making it easier to recover, while others, restrict the flow of oil
and gas and require special techniques to extract the products from the pores to a
producing well. The reservoirs are typically at elevated pressure. A series of valves
and equipment, known as Christmas tree, is installed on top of the well, to regulate
the flow. The early production will generally flow out naturally, when the pressure
differential is insufficient mechanical pumps have to be used to bring the oil to the
surface. In order to maximize the production and to exploit the well to its maximum
potential, enhanced oil recovery techniques must be employed.
2.2.2 Applications in the Oil & Gas industry
Centrifugal compressors applications lie in all the three segments described up, mid
and downstream processes. A complete framework on applications can be found in
[27]
Upstream applications
 Gas gathering for associated gas
 Gas gathering in gas wells
 Gas plant compression
 Gas lift
 Gas re-injection
Gas gathering for associated gas is a typical application of oil wells. At the well-
head,a mixture of hydrocarbons is present; in order to separate the crude oil from
the volatile fraction the mixture is flashed at several pressure levels, leading to gas
streams at different pressure and compositions. This gas is re-compressed to about
70 to 100 bar, and either used for gas lift, gas injection or as sales gas.
Gas gathering in gas wells consists in compression of gas in order to feed it to gas
plant or pipeline. The compressor station is usually close to the wellhead, and usp-
tream of the gas plant, a typical scenario involves small compressors close to the
wellhead feeding a central larger compressor stations.
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Gas plant compression consists in all the processes that have to be fulfilled in
order to produce dry export gas. Essentially we can summarize them into the fol-
lowing three.
Boost compression to bring the gas from delivery pressure (from the gas gather-
ing system) to plant pressure; Re-compression to bring the natural gas from plant
pressure to pipeline pressure; Turboexpander/compressor for the low temperature
cryogenic cycle.
Gas lift consists in the injection of compressed gas into the oil well to aerate the
oil,thus reducing its density and enhancing the production.This technique is used
when the reservoirs do not have sufficient pressure to allow the fluid to exit the well-
bore. Compressor discharge pressure are typically 100 to 120 bar, it could be higher
for special applications, this involve the use of compressor capable of delivering high
pressure and to process a relatively high flow.
Figure 2.3: Gas lift well
Gas re-injection is used as a method of enhanced oil recovery to compensate for
the natural decline of an oil field production by simply re-inject compressed gas in
the reservoir containing both oil and gas. The goal is to restore the desired level of
production and maximize the recovery of products. By the means of gas re-injection
the field exploitation can be increased up to twenty percent.
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Pipeline compression is another common application of centrifugal compressors. It
is necessary to transport natural gas in pipelines which can cross several country
or long distances from an offshore platform through an underwater path until the
onshore station.Natural gas, while being transported through a gas pipeline, needs
to be constantly pressurized. Optimal pipeline pressures, depending on the length
of the pipe, as well as the cost of steel, are in the range of 40 to 160 bar balancing
the amount of power required to pump the gas with the investment in pipe. The gas
usually has to be compressed to pipeline pressure in a head station and re-pressurized
by pipeline compressor arranged in regular distances on the ducts.
Figure 2.4: Gas pipeline
Gas storage/withdrawal is closely linked to the previous application. Gas storage
is principally used to meet load variations. Gas is injected into storage during
periods of low demand and withdrawn from storage during periods of peak demand.
The vast majority of gas storage facilities are underground reservoirs: depleted
hydrocarbon reservoirs, aquifers or salt cavern,each of them has distinct physical and
economic characteristics which govern the suitability of a particular type of storage
for a given application. Gas storage allows production and pipeline throughput to
remain relatively constant. Centrifugal compressor are needed to inject gas into the
reservoirs (100-200 bar) from pipelines (40-100 bar).
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Downstream applications
Oil refining is increasing worldwide to meet rising needs for energy and chemical
products. Centrifugal compressors are used extensively in refinery process units
such as
 Fluid catalytic cracking
 Hydrocracking
 Reforming
Fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) converts heavy hydrocarbons into lighter and more
valuable ones. Light hydrocarbons demand is constantly growing, due to the in-
creasing motorization and the enormous use of petrochemicals. FCC can cover this
growing demand, but major attention has to be paid to the compressor train, which
has a strong influence on the profitability of the process. Centrifugal compressor in
a FCC unit takes atmospheric air and compresses it to the pressure set by the cata-
lyst regeneration system. The operative condition of the process guarantee constant
flow and pressure ratio, the last one is approximatively about 4-5.
Hydrocracking is a refinery process in which heavier feedstocks from the crude unit
are converted into lighter saturated hydrocarbon, the products are middle-distillate
such as: jet fuels, kerosene and diesel. This process exploits the large quantities
of hydrogen by-product from catalytic reforming, that has to be fed in the fixed
bed reactor at a pressure of approximatively 100 bar. In this application centrifugal
compressors are used for recycling the large quantities of unreacted hydrogen, while
the pressurization of the make up hydrogen is done by reciprocating compressors.
Figure 2.5: Block diagram of hydrocracking process
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Reforming is a process in which hydrocarbon molecules structure is rearranged
to form higher octane products. The reactions take place in a series of reactors
(generally 3 or 4) at a temperature of 500◦C. Even if high pressure does not enhance
the occuring of the reaction, the operative pressure is relatively high, about 30 bar;
this is done in order to avoid coke deposition, besides hydrogen is continuously
recycled for the same reason. These processes use large centrifugal compressors for:
 hydrogen recycle service
 hydrogen makeup service
 gas circulation for catalyst regeneration




2.3.1 General description of a centrifugal compressor
Centrifugal compressors start to become popular during the past thirty years, due
to its simplicity, larger capacity-size ratio and the absence of shaking forces which
allowed avoiding massive foundation. Originally it was addressed especially to low
pressure high volume application, as for the oxidation air for blast furnaces (steel
industry). Nowadays centrifugal compressors are spread through all the process in-
dustries. Centrifugal compressors, also known as radial compressors, because of the
direction of the flow, work by applying to the processed gas inertial forces (accel-
eration, deceleration, and turning) by means of a rotating impeller mounted on a
rotating shaft. The gas is drawn off from a suction nozzle which accelerates and di-
rects it to the inlet guide vane (IGV, this component is not necessary in single stage
compressors). The gas is then further accelerated by means of centrifugal forces
imprinted by the impeller. The kinetic energy gained in the rotor is thus converted
into potential energy in the stator, by simply decelerating the gas in a diverging
channel. At the end the gas is collected into an annular chamber called discharge
volute and then conveyed to the discharge nozzle.
2.3.2 Main components
Casing: is the pressure containing component of the compressor which contains
all the internals. Bearings are attached to the case to guarantee axial and radial
support. The classification of centrifugal compressors is also based on casing con-
structive design.Materials of the casing may be chosen depending on various factors:




Rotor: consists of shaft, impellers, sleeves, balance drum and thrust collar. The
impeller is the most crucial component of the compressor, being the part which
transfer work from the rotating shaft to the fluid, particular attention has to be given
in sizing the impeller, in order to obtain the optimal performance. The impeller has
diverging passages in which the flow diffuses and that results in an increase of static
pressure. The initial part of the impeller is the inducer, which is bent in order to
allow the flow to enter smoothly among the blades, this avoid flow separation and
noise. The amount of kinetic energy converted into pressure energy obtained into
the impeller with respect to the total amount of energy converted is defined as the
degree of reaction (R).
R =
h1 − h2
h0 − h2 (2.1)
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where the numerator is the enthalpy gained by the gas passing through the rotor,
while the denominator is the enthalpy gained by the the whole stage.
Impellers can be of the open type without a cover plate or the closed type that
incorporates a cover plate attached to the blades.
Figure 2.7: Centrifugal compressor rotor assembly
Most multistage compressors use the closed-type impeller design. Impeller con-
struction can be:
 Brazed
 Electron beam welded
 Welded conventionally
 Full milled
For most applications, high-strength alloy steel is selected for the impeller mate-
rial. Stainless steel is often the material of choice for use in corrosive environments.
Because the impellers rotate at high speeds, centrifugal stresses are an important
design consideration, and high-strength steels are required for the impeller mate-
rial. For gases containing hydrogen sulphide, it is necessary to limit the impeller
material’s hardness (and therefore strength) to resist stress corrosion.
17
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Figure 2.8: Different types of impeller
Diffuser: is a stationary part of the compressor. It is diffuser’s responsibility to
convert the kinetic energy (high velocity) of the gas into pressure by gradually
slowing (diffusing) the gas velocity. In this process dynamic pressure is converted
into static pressure. Diffusers can be vaneless, vaned or an alternating combination.
Collector: when the diffuser discharges into a large empty chamber, the collector
may be termed a Plenum. When the diffuser discharges into a device that looks
somewhat like a snail shell, the collector is likely to be termed volute or scroll.
As the name implies, a collector’s purpose is to gather the flow from the diffuser
discharge annulus and deliver this flow to a downstream pipe.
Figure 2.9: Impeller, diffuser and collector
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Return channels: in multistage compressors the gas after leaving the diffusers
must be straightened before the next stage, in order to enter in a proper way in the
following impeller. Return channel provides a path that directs the gas toward the
inlet of the next impeller.
Seals: to prevent leakage or entry of air, seals are necessary. Shaft end seals elimi-
nate or minimize the leakage into the compressor casing. In multistage compressors
it is necessary to provide inter-stage seals at the impeller eye and on the shaft to
prevent back-flow which may easily occur due to the pressure rise. Depending on
the nature of the gas to be compressed and on the degree of sealing to be achieved,
different types of seals may be used. Labyrinth seals are often a simple and eco-
nomic solution. They are used when the properties and pressure of a gas permit a
minimal leakage. The labyrinths are made of light alloy or other corrosion-resistant
material and are easily replaceable. A labyrinth seal consists of a number of teeth
(knife-edges) that can be either stationary or rotating. Stationary labyrinth teeth
are fitted to the compressor stationary components very close to the compressor
rotor. Sealing action is the result of flow resistance caused by repeated throttling
across the labyrinth teeth. Dry gas seals: The seal consists of a rotating disc placed
very close to a stationary ring. The rotating disc face contains special grooves that
generate an axial (“lift”) force during rotation. The stationary ring is backed by
a quantity of coil springs that force it tightly against the rotating disc when the
compressor is at rest. The lift force compresses the coil springs slightly, resulting in
the very small running clearance (few microns) between the two faces which mini-
mize gas losses. Seals are an important part of the compressor, first because they
directly affect the compressor’s performance, and second because compressors work-
ing in a field that grow rapidly as the OIL & GAS, represent an emission source
that has the potential to produce emission during oil and gas production (gathering
and boosting), processing and transmission.




As said before, the classification of centrifugal compressors is mainly based on the
machine casing type, whether it has an axial or radial joint (see [8])
Horizontally split casing: it consists of two half casing joined along the horizontal
centerline, they are suited for operating pressure below 60 bar. It guarantees a simple
maintenance as the internals may be easily inspected thanks to its design.
Figure 2.11: Horizontally split compressor, courtesy of GE Oil & Gas
Vertically split casing: it consists in a cylinder closed by two end covers, hence
they are also known as barrel type,they are suited for high pressure service, up to
700 bar. The absence of a joint makes it possible to work with high pressure and/or
low molecular weight. Inspection of internals is possible by removing the end cover.
Figure 2.12: Vertically split compressor
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Pipeline compressor: these compressors generally have a bell-shaped casings
with a single vertical end cover. They are mostly used in natural gas transporta-
tion,which being a fuel it can feed a gas turbines used as the drive equipment.The
suction and discharge nozzle are normally positioned opposite each other, in this
way installation on pipelines is easier.
SR compressors are generally used for relatively low pressure applications, air
or steam compression, geothermal application. The impeller are normally open type,
to achieve high tip speeds with low stress levels and high pressure ratios per stage.




3.1 Thermodynamics of compression
The basic principles of thermodynamic and fluid dynamic are crucial factors in
designing and selecting a compressor. This section deals with the equations of
conservation of energy, first in its general form, subsequently adapted to the context
of turbomachines. These equations are fundamental for this work, and will help the
reader to a better understanding of the matter.
3.1.1 Energy equation
The general form of the energy equation, for any system which does not allow the
transfer of mass, is very simple; it states that the energy increase equals the work
done minus the heat transferred.
∆E = W −Q (3.1)
where ∆E represents the variation of the total energy, W is the work and Q the
heat. Compressors are open systems, in which a flow of gas passes through the









in which, i is the internal energy per unit mass, c is the absolute velocity, gz is the
gravitational contribute, while the subscripts indicate inlet section (1) and outlet
section (2). We can rewrite the work term as follows:
W = W12 − (pv)1 + (pv)2 (3.3)
where p indicates the pressure and v the specific volume; (pv)1 and (pv)2 indicate
the work done or received by the fluid when entering or leaving the compressor.By
combining equations 3.2 and 3.3 the expression of the actual work came out:




+ g(z2 − z1) +Q (3.4)
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By neglecting the variation of kinetic and gravitational energy, and also considering
that the compression occurs without exchanging heat, the energy equation is the
following:
W12 = (i+ pv)2 − (i+ pv)1 = h2 − h1 (3.5)
Ih which h is the well known “enthalpy” defined as the sum of internal energy and





3.1.2 Adiabatic and polytropic process
An adiabatic process takes place when there is no heat transfer between the system
and the external environment. For an adiabatic process the following relation holds:
pvk = constant (3.7)
where k is defined as the ratio between specific heat at constant pressure and specific





A polytropic process is defined by the following relation:
pvn = constant (3.9)
where n is the polytropic exponent, which is experimentally determined for a given
type of machine and may be lower or higher than the adiabatic exponent k. Equation
3.9 can accurately characterize a very wide range of thermodynamic processes, that
range from n = 0 (isobaric) to n = ∞ (isochoric). Because the value of n changes
during the compression process an average value is used.
Figure 3.1: Different thermodynamic processes in the p-v plane
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The expression of work per unit mass can be obtained by substituting the ex-
pression of polytropic process (equation 3.9) into equation 3.6. This operation gives










where R is the gas constant, T1 the absolute temperature at the inlet condition, z
the compressibility factor evaluated as a function of reduced temperature TR and
pressure PR. The same integral calculated by considering an adiabatic compression















The real work required for compression is the actual head, which counts in the
various losses of the compressor. The actual head may be still calculated by means
of equation 3.5, which, from a practical point of view, requires the measurement of
pressure and temperature at the inlet and outlet section, in order to calculate the
enthalpy function.
Hact = h2 − h1 (3.13)
The measure of deviation of both polytropic and isentropic head from the actual






















For process compressors, being the compression ratio and the composition (thus k)
variable during their life-cycle, is preferred to use the polytropic efficiency, since it
represents the truly aerodynamic efficiency of the machine.
1Equation 3.10 is valid only for ideal gas.
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3.1.3 Euler’s turbomachinery equation
The fundamental equation for evaluating work exchanged between rotor and fluid is
the Eulerian equation; it consists in the second law of dynamic applied to the fluid
that moves through the machine.
Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of compressor’s rotor
In figure 3.2 ui denotes the peripheral velocity of the wheel at section i, ci is the
absolute velocity of the gas at section i, while wi is the relative velocity. Together
ui, ci, wi, in vectorial form, represent the so called velocity triangle of the i section.
The fluid enters the rotor at 1 and exit at 2; some hypothesis are necessary to
simplify the problem:
 The mass flow is constant m˙c1 = m˙c2
 Fluid properties are constant in time
 Adiabatic system
 The work exchanged between rotor and fluid is constant in time
 Closed impeller
 2-D gas motion
25
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It is possible to decompose the absolute velocity vector, ci into three components:
 cia axial component
 cir radial component
 ciu tangential component
The variation of these components from the inlet value to the outlet values, produce
the following effects:
∆ca = ca2 − ca1 produce an axial thrust which has to be taken in account for
mechanical purposes.
∆cr = cr2 − cr1 produce a radial thrust which, similarly to the previous case,
does not affect the energy exchange between rotor and fluid and mass transfer.
∆cu = cu2 − cu1 is the only variation that implies an exchange of energy with
the fluid. It is possible to quantify it by applying the Euler’s second law of rotation,
which stases that:
A change in angular momentum is proportional to the applied torque and occurs
about the same axis as that torque.
M = (r2cu2 − r1cu1) (3.16)
where M is the torque, while ri indicates the radius of i section.
The energy exchanged is equal to the product of the variation of the angular
momentum of the fluid by the angular speed of the impeller:
W12 = Mω = ω(r2cu2 − r1cu1) (3.17)
where ω is the angular speed of the impeller. Since:
ui = ωri (3.18)
then equation 3.17 became:
W12 = (u2cu2 − u1cu1) (3.19)
By looking at figure 3.2, it is evident that the expression of the tangential component
of the absolute velocity, which is the projection of the vector ci on the axis parallel
to ui, may be obtained as a function of the angle αi, thus the following relation
holds:
W12 = (u2c2cosα2 − u1c1cosα1) (3.20)
Considering that, in a centrifugal compressor generally α1 = 90
◦, then a simpler
equation can be used:
W12 = u2c2cosα2 (3.21)
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It is useful to further transform the equation 3.21 by putting in evidence different













By neglecting the gravitational term, and considering adiabatic transformation,
equation 3.4 can be written as:





Comparing equation 3.23 with equation 3.22 some observation can be done.
The potential energy gained by the gas passing through the rotor is:











is converted into pressure energy in the stationary part.
Finally another expression of the ”degree of reaction” can be obtained considering
all the previous observation. Remembering equation 2.1, it is possibile to write the





(u22 − u21) + (w21 − w22)
(u22 − u21) + (w21 − w2)2 + (c22 − c21)
(3.25)
3.2 Dimensionless compressor characteristic
3.2.1 Dimensionless parameters
The Euler’s equation points out that the work done on the fluid is proportional to the
peripheral velocity and the tangential component of the absolute velocity,referred to
the outlet section, in particular is proportional to their product. This is true only
if α1 = 90
◦, that is when no prerotaion is used for the feed. Relation 3.21 describes
an ideal situation, in which hypothetically the impeller has an infinite number of












where τ is the dimensionless ideal work; the∞ subscript refers to an infinite number
of blades as said before.This coefficient is indicative of the work done by the impeller
on the fluid; it is possible to compare two impeller, having the same peripheral outlet
velocity u2, by comparing this parameter. In general, the practice of nondimension-
alize is useful in order to have a more global framework, the parameters obtained
are indicator of compressor’s performance and of its operating conditions; by using
these parameters it is possible to disregard the actual dimensions of the machine
and its real operating conditions (i.e. inlet conditions of the gas). Besides, all the
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simulation work made for this thesis, as well as the majority of the previous works
dealing with compressors’ instabilities are based upon dimensionless compressor’s
characteristic. This practice considerably simplify the math of the model as will be
discussed more deeply later.
Other useful dimensionless parameters, which describe a compressor stage are
the following:
 Dimensionless outlet flow coefficient, is the ratio between the radial component








where Q2 is the outlet volumetric flow, D2 the impeller diameter at outlet
section, b2 width of the impeller, while Fe is a correction factor which takes in
account the blade thickness.
 Dimensionless inlet flow coefficient, defined similarly to ϕ2 as the ratio be-
tween radial component of absolute velocity and peripheral velocity, all of








 Mach number, which compare the characteristic velocity inside the machine










The flow coefficients are indicative of the velocity triangles, by looking at figure 3.2
it is possible to show how τ∞ depend on ϕ2. Making some trigonometric calculation
will easily show that:
c2u = u2 − c2r
tanβ2
(3.31)
Dividing both member of equation 3.31 by u2, the relation between τ∞ and ϕ2 came
out.
τ∞ = 1− ϕ2
tanβ2
(3.32)
It is possible to find a relation between ϕ2 and ϕ1. Assuming that the variation of
specific volume from inlet to outlet is negligible, then:
Q1 = c1rpib1D1 = c2rpib2D2 = Q2 (3.33)
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This relation makes possible to write τ∞ as function of ϕ1, thus referring, in a more
useful way, to inlet condition rather than to outlet.
τ∞ = 1− ϕ1
tanβ2
cost (3.37)
where the constant term is the ratio of geometrical parameters as in equation 3.36.
As said before, all the previous equation are based on the assumption that the
impeller has an infinite number of blades. This is of course not true in reality,
and, to correct that the slip factor is introduced. The slip factor is a dimensionless
coefficient that describes how the velocity triangles for a real impeller deviates from
an ideal impeller, due to phenomena linked to Coriolis acceleration and boundary
layer development. If we indicate with τz the dimensionless work obtained from a
real impeller then, the slip factor can be defined as the ratio between this real work





where σ is the slip factor which can be calculated with some correlations (i.e Wiesner,
Stodola,see [26]) that take in account the number of blades. It is important to point
out that τz is still the expression of an ideal work, because does not take in account
the losses in the machine, but describes the behaviour of a real impeller.
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Equation 3.37 can be now modified by means of the slip factor correction:




This equation is one of the first example of compressor’s characteristic, which de-
scribes how the work required for the compression changes with the flow across the
machine. In figure 3.3 equation 3.39 is plotted for the three different impellers’
types.
Figure 3.3: Work coefficient vs. flow coefficient for different impeller’s types
3.2.2 Analysis of losses and real reduced map
If we take in account the main losses that occur during normal operation, the dimen-
sionless characteristic will deviates from its linear trend. The losses in compressor
cause pressure drop, this will results in a minor head coefficient. We can divide the
pressure drop into two main categories:
 Pressure drop due to friction
 Pressure drop due to incidence
Friction losses are associated with friction between walls and fluid. Since the flow
inside the compressor is characterized by turbulence, it is possible to roughly es-
timate this pressure drop as proportional to the square of the velocity, and thus
proportional to the square of volumetric flow (see figure 3.5). The dissipated energy
is transformed into heat and results in a temperature increase. We can write in




where kA is a constant.
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Incidence pressure drop is due to the fact that velocity triangle at the inlet differs
from the one taken in account for design purpose, that is because ”in general” a
compressor would not work with the same flow during its life cycle, but rather it
will experience a range of different flows. The relation that describes these losses is
the following:
∆τU = kU(ϕ1r − ϕ1d)2 (3.41)
where kU is a constant, ϕ1r is the real flow coefficient while ϕ1d is the one assumed
during design.
Figure 3.4: Losses in nondimensional form as function of flow coefficient
In figure 3.4 curve (A) represents the ideal situation where only slip factor is
taken into account, curve (B) represents friction losses and curve (C) represents
incidence losses, both being quadratic function of flow coefficient, as we can see
from the parabolic trend.
In this analysis there were not considered minor pressure drop as:
 Disk friction losses
 Diffusion blading losses
 Clearance losses
 Recirculating losses
 Wake mixing losses
 Vaneless/Vaned diffuser losses
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being these last ones negligible with respect to incidence and friction pressure
drop2. The real performance of the compressor, in nondimensional form, is then
obtained by subtracting the total work lost to the work coefficient map τz
∆τtot = ∆τA −∆τU (3.42)
τpol = τz −∆τtot (3.43)
Since all these losses are due to the impeller, it is the direct consequence to define





Figure 3.5: Friction pressure drop as function of flow coefficient
2Considering the minor losses, especially the ones occurring in the stationary parts of the
compressor, implies that the work coefficient as well as the efficiency are referred to the stage
rather than the impeller, these coefficients are more suitable for a more rigorous treatment of the
topic.
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3.3 Dimensional compressor characteristic
3.3.1 Generalities
The compressor characteristic, also known as compressor map, is a graphic relation
between the gas flow through the compressor and the head, or equivalently, the
pressure ratio. It generally consists in a family of similar curves obtained at differ-
ent speed, from which we can extrapolate useful information regarding compressor
performance.
Figure 3.6: Pressure ratio vs. mass flow map
In figure 3.6 we can see six different curves for six different speeds, besides, iso-
efficiency curves are also plotted and labelled with the value of efficiency (elliptical
curves). The operating range is limited for both high and low flow rates by the
phenomena of surge and choking. We will talk more specifically later about these
instabilities. In addition another aspect to analyse besides surge and stonewall, is the
characteristic slope. It is evident how the multiple curves in dimensional form will
collapse in one nondimensional curve, being the nondimensional form independent
from the speed of the compressor3.
3Actually there will not be just one curve, although a family of curve for different machine
Mach number.
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Dimensional map are provided by the manufacturer when compressor is deliv-
ered, however it is possible that the inlet conditions will vary, in this case the
dimensional compressor map will not describe the real performance of compressor
any more. For example on cold days the compressor will develop a higher discharge
pressure rather than in hot days, it is possible to account for that by modifying the
compressor map (see [21]).
By using nondimensional map this kind of problem are smartly skipped, in fact
the nondimensional form of the characteristic do not depend on inlet condition, so
it is possible to simply re-dimensionalize it, and while doing that, taking in account
what are the new inlet conditions.
The performance of a centrifugal compressor is fully described by essentially two
quantities, these can be for example head and efficiency or head and power required;
this mean that by knowing τz and η as function of the flow coefficient ϕ it possible to
completely describe the behaviour of the compressor in its normal operating range.
By means of equation 3.44 it is possible to calculate τpol, then re-dimensionalizing















Figure 3.7: Power vs. volumetric flow rate
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3.4 Compressor characteristic limits
The operating point of the compressor will fall on the intersection of the compressor
characteristic with the process characteristic, being this last one a quadratic function
of the flow. The process characteristic represents all the pressure drop downstream
the compressor.
Figure 3.8: Example of different operating point
As we can see from figure 3.8, it is possible to modify the flow to process by
adjusting the degree of opening of the throttle, thus modifying the process charac-
teristic. Both reducing or increasing too much the flow rate will lead to undesired
behaviour of the compressor. It is possible to define then the compressor’s limits




Surge occur for low flow rates while stonewall limits the operating range of com-
pressors for high flows.
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3.4.1 Surge
If the flow through the compressor is reduced, the pressure rise will increase until a
maximum point which is the peak of the compressor characteristic, this is the surge
point. Basically we can classify surge into two categories, depending on the modes
in which it occurs.
 system surge otherwise known simply as surge
 stage surge also known as rotating stall
Together rotating stall and surge are the so called instabilities of dynamic com-
pressors. Surge is a global compression system instability similar in manner to a
self-excited Helmholtz resonator, while rotating stall is a localized compressor phe-
nomenon in which one or more stall cells propagate around the compressor annulus
at constant rotational speed (see [10]).
Figure 3.9: Helmholtz resonator
These instabilities have been known since early 1950’s, they were first detected in
gas turbine engine for aircraft propulsion applications. The gravity of the problem
has pushed many researcher to go more in detail about how surge occurs, propagates
and in generally about its dynamic.
Surge is that condition at which the head (pressure) developed by the compressor
is less than the head (pressure) in the system downstream. In [29] surge it is defined
as an unstable operating mode of a compression system that occurs at mass flows
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below the so-called surge line. The instability is characterized by large limit cycle
oscillations in compressor flow and pressure rise that reduce compressor performance.
In [5] four types of surge are defined, based on amplitude and frequency variations
of the oscillations, namely mild surge, classic surge, deep surge and modified surge.
Deep surge is the most severe of these types, as reversed mass flow can occur in the
compressor. Practically, during the surge cycle, the mass flow will not follow the
usual direction, from suction to discharge, but will oscillate with its characteristic
frequency, going back and forth through the machine. Obviously the dangerous
mode of operation occur during the reverse flow. The flow reversal during deep
surge can be very damaging for the compressor system, and the large vibrations
following the surge can also damage other equipment as: coolers, pipes, reservoirs
and valves (see [16]). As we can read in [22] the oscillations affect the power and
axial rotor thrust as well and, in the case of an uncooled compressor, will steadily
increase the temperature level, unless stopped by an automatic trip. As can be seen,
this phenomenon is highly undesirable and very detrimental for the whole process
within the compressor is installed.
Figure 3.10: Example of deep surge cycle
This work aims to describe with a proper model, the dynamic of this instability
aided by the concept of four quadrant characteristic, and trying to implement this
model into a process simulator in order to assess how severe will be the effects of
surge and which measure should be adopted to avoid that.
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Rotating stall
As said before, another way in which surge manifests itself is the rotating stall.
Rotating stall is an instability that causes a distortion in the circumferential flow
through the compressor. One or more stall cells can travel around the circumference
of the compressor. In the stall cells, flow is reduced or completely blocked (see [16]).
The compressor subject to rotating stall will experience vibration in the impeller
blades, because of the mismatch between the rotor velocity and the stall cell’s ro-
tating speed. Besides, during rotating stall, compressor operating point will fall in
a region at reduced pressure and reduced efficiency, thus increasing the temperature
of the gas with negative effects on blade life. It has been observed during rotating
stall that efficiencies value are below twenty percent (see [13]).As the flow is reduced
the incidence will increase; there will be a critical value of incidence above which
the flow will separate and create stagnant regions (stall cells) in which the flow will
rotate, rather than moving in the flow direction, around the circumference of the
compressor.In general rotating stall phenomenon precedes the surge event and it
may lead to the onset of surge.
Figure 3.11: Impeller depicted during (a) normal operation and (b) rotating stall
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Observation
It is important to take care of these phenomena analysed during design and oper-
ation. Diffuser design plays an important role in preventing stall, vaned diffusers
may lead to problem at flows which deviate from design values, even though they
guarantee an improved compressor efficiency. Impellers should be straight radial or
backward leaning; forward leaning impellers are inherently unstable, in fact due to
high velocity at outlet section, there will be high friction losses. The design engineer
may refers to [28] in order to make an estimate of the mechanical and thermal loads
to which the compressor is subjected. Control system for centrifugal compressors
has received much attention in order to avoid surge during operation; there are
different possible configurations to make this possible, this topic will be discussed
briefly later, for a better understanding of the matter refer to [12], [17].
Figure 3.12: Airfoil stall
3.4.2 Stonewall
At flows higher than design the angle of incidence of the gas on the diffuser vanes
can cause losses that result in stonewall (or choking). The phenomenon of choking
occurs at high flow rates; the compressor characteristic will become steeper at this
value of flow, practically vertical, and compressor, at choke point will actually reach
the maximum capacity. Any further decrease in the outlet resistance will not lead
to increase in compressor output. This problem is particularly dangerous for multi-
stage compressors both centrifugal and axial. Stonewall takes place when the Mach
number approaches the unity; with some hypothesis it is possible to calculate the
flow rate at choked conditions (see [9]).
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The stagnation temperature at inlet section can be calculated by means of the
following relation:




where the subscript 0 refers to stagnation condition, T is the static temperature c
is the gas velocity.
As said before choking occurs when Mach number is about one4. By looking at
equation 3.29, it is easy to obtain:
c21 = zkRT (3.49)
Neglecting the compressibility factor z, if the gas may be considered ideal yields:
c21 = kRT = a
2 (3.50)

















where At is the throat area. This equation refers to choking volumetric flow rate in










For major details on stonewall see also [22]
4The Mach number calculated will not refers to the impeller velocity u rather on the absolute
velocity of the gas at inlet section c1
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3.5 Four quadrant characteristics
The aim of this thesis is to simulate the behaviour of compressors in a wider op-
erating range. In particular this work intends to depict the dynamic of surge, for
process centrifugal compressors operating in the Oil & Gas field. As seen before,
surge causes oscillation of both mass flow and pressure, this will lead the compres-
sor to work with negative mass flow but always positive pressure rise. To capture
the behaviour of the compressors in this situation it is fundamental to use the four
quadrant characteristics.The first attempt to describe compressor’s behaviour in all
four quadrants can be found in [19]; a more recent reference regarding this topic is
[11], even thought it deals with axial compressors map, but the concepts expressed
in it are valid also for centrifugal compressors.
3.5.1 Description of compressor map in all four quadrants
We refer to four quadrant characteristic every time the direction of flow or the
direction of rotor rotation or the sign of the pressure rise reverses from their usual
sign, or when any combination of these reverses occur. Normal operation will fall in
the first quadrant, while operation in second, third and fourth ones are undesired,
since they are generally the result of malfunction of the system or the failure of some
components. As said in section 3.4 during surge mass flow may be of negative sign,
this means that the compressor operating point will be, even for a little time, in the
second quadrant. Theoretically there are eight possible combinations of modes of
operation, two for each quadrant (positive and negative rotational speed), in reality
only six modes are possible.
To understand which combinations will occur in which quadrant, a non-rotating
compressor is considered. If the compressor has no rotational speed, a positive flow





where K4 is a negative constant, and the subscript indicate in which quadrant will
the compressor work




In this case K2 is a positive constant.
Together these relations form the so called S- shaped curve, which describes the
operating point of a non rotating compressor.
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The region above the S-curve can only be accessed under the condition of positive
compressor rotation, as only then can the pressure of the fluid be increased at
constant flow, or the flow be increased against a fixed pressure difference. Similarly
the region below the S-curve can be accessed only for negative rotation as shown in
figure 3.13.
Figure 3.13: Four quadrant compressor map
3.5.2 First quadrant
First quadrant compressor operation has been exhaustively studied by many re-
searchers for incompressible flow, subsonic and transonic compressible flow. Most
of the characteristic could be obtained by adjustment of the throttling valve on the
compressor, while extrapolation is needed from surge point to the second quadrant




Second quadrant operation for positive rotation occurs when the pressure difference
between the compressor outlet and inlet becomes so large that throughflow occurs
in the reverse of the normal direction. This may occur intermittently during surge,
or as result of industrial accidents. The unsteady nature of the reversed flow in this
mode of operation resulted in unreliable stagnation pressure data at the compressor
inlet. This is a highly dissipative mode of operation, in which temperature increases
and could cause sevaral damages to compressor’s internals. The second quadrant,
during positive rotation, has been deeply studied in order to understand the dynamic
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of surge; in [25] an expression of the characteristic for negative flow was derived
while in [10] experiments on axial compressors were made in order two depict the
compressor map in the second quadrant.
Figure 3.14: Four quadrants compressor map: positive rotation
Negative rotation
Second quadrant operation below the S-curve is a turbine-like mode of operation.
The characteristic in figure 3.15 is very similar in shape to turbine characteristic.
The direction of blade curvature is better suited to turbine operation than in fourth
quadrant operation, however, yielding a total to static turbine efficiency greater than
in the fourth quadrant.
Figure 3.15: Four quadrants compressor map: negative rotation
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3.5.4 Third quadrant
In third quadrant operation negative rotation, mass flow rate and pressure difference
across the compressor were observed. In [4] this mode of operation was described as
a compressor running in the reverse of the normal direction. However, the blades are
curved in the wrong direction for such operation, and efficiency is thus lower than
for first quadrant operation, as can be seen by comparing figure 3.16 with figure
3.16.
Figure 3.16: Four quadrants compressor map: efficiency for negative rotation
3.5.5 Fourth quadrant
Positive rotation
Fourth quadrant operation above the S-curve represents a turbine-like mode of op-
eration for the compressor. The mass flow rate and consequently the flow coefficient
are considerably higher than those occurring in the first quadrant. As can be seen
in figure 3.14 the pressure characteristics join smoothly with those of the first quad-
rant.For fourth quadrant operation, is used the definition of efficiency usually used
for turbines,which means the inverse of compressor efficiency. This mode of oper-
ation was observed in [3] in the final stages of compressors with a large number of
stages.Performance maps extending into the fourth quadrant were obtained experi-
mentally and through numerical simulation in [2]
Negative rotation
Fourth quadrant operation below the S-curve is a dissipative condition not unlike
that occurring for second quadrant positive rotation, although the amount of power
dissipated is less for this mode. The definition of efficiency is meaningless in this
mode of operation, in fact it is not plotted in figure3.16.
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Chapter 4
Dynamic model and standalone
simulation
4.1 Dynamic compressor model
4.1.1 Previous works in literature
The first systematic approach in describing the dynamic of surge can be found
in [7], this paper shows the analogy between a self-excited Helmholtz resonator
and the typical oscillation of surge, this concept is explained in order to develop a
linearised dynamic model; the article of Greitzer ([13]) is the natural prosecution
of this work. A non linear lumped parameters model is developed and presented,
the model describes the dynamic of both system and stage surge, being capable to
reproduce small and large oscillations of mass flow and pressure. This model is still
nowadays one of the more used in both control applications and simulations. Even if
the model was developed for axial compressors, in [18] it was extended to centrifugal
compressors. Many researchers have based their work upon Greitzer’s model, in [29]
a systematic chronology of these work is presented; besides this work extend the
model of Greitzer by including piping acoustic, thus making an enhancement capable
of describes the dynamic of system surge when pipes form the plenum volume,
rather than a perfectly stirred tank,and the lumped parameter approach is no longer
reliable. As said before the majority of works are based on [13], anyway there is
another approach in describing the dynamic of surge, this can be found in [28]
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4.1.2 The Greitzer lumped parameter model
In this work the model of Greitzer has been chosen to calculate all the necessary
quantities for describing the surge phenomenon. The factors that have contributed
to this choice are:
 Simplicity of the model
 Possibility of solving the sets of ODEs with simple numerical algorithm
 Nondimensional model (to confront different compressors or inlet conditions)
 Control oriented model (for a possible future work on control issue)
All these positive aspects however, are opposed to some limitation intrinsics of the
model:
 The assumption of compressible motion of the fluid in the ducts
 Model developed for compression systems that generate pressure rises which
are small compared to the ambient pressure.
 Oscillations associated with compressor surge have quite a low frequency.
Starting from the observed analogy with a Helmholtz resonator, the equations of
the model are obtained by applying the conservation law to the compression system,
which may be depicted as follows:
Figure 4.1: Representation of Greitzer’s Model
The schematic representation shows the main parts of the compression system,
namely: the Compressor represented by an actuator disk which causes a pressure rise
∆pc, the Throttle which causes a pressure drop ∆pt, the ducts of both compressor
and throttle and, among them, the Plenum with volume Vp, whose characteristic
dimensions are greater than those of the ducts. The motion of gas through this
compression system may be considered as one-dimensional, this will greatly simplify
the conservation equations.
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Compressor and throttle ducts
In [13] the author made some considerations regarding the geometry of the equiv-
alent ducts; as they must be representative of the actual ducts (gas path inside
the compressor and through the throttle ) a condition must be imposed in order to










This condition1 will guarantee that a given rate of change of mass flow produces
the same unsteady pressure difference in the actual duct and in the model. The
equation of motion is then applied to both compressor and throttle ducts.
To describe the motion of a portion of fluid, in absence of relevant energy flows,
the equation of continuity of both mass and momentum must be solved. The most
















∇ (∇ · u) (4.3)
The assumption of incompressible motion will result in a solenoidal velocity field,
for which the following relation holds:
∇ · u = 0 (4.4)
Considering equation 4.4 in addition to the aforementioned simplification of 1-D







Besides, considering that the mass flow rate 2 is linked to the velocity by the following
relation:
m˙c = ρuAc (4.6)







where ∆p = p2−p1 while ∆pc(m˙c) is the compressor characteristic. For the throttle






1The integration is assumed carried out over all regions of the actual ducting in which the flow
has a significant kinetic energy.
2Due to the incompressible assumption, the mass flow rate is constant through all the compressor
duct at each instant.
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where ∆pt(m˙t) is the throttle characteristic.
It is important to observe that the model is strongly non-linear because of
∆pc(m˙c) and ∆pt(m˙t), whose dependence with respect to the mass flow is cubic
or quadratic as will be discussed later.
Plenum
The plenum is modelled by means of mass conservation. In the plenum the fluid ve-
locities are negligible. Besides, the characteristic dimensions of plenum are typically
smaller than the wave length of an acoustic wave whose frequency is comparable
with the one of surge. This means that no pressure gradient are present in the





= m˙c − m˙t (4.9)
Referring to the appendix A, if the process inside the plenum may be considered as
































= m˙c − m˙t (4.12)
Figure 4.2: Representation of mass balance on the plenum
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First order response of the compressor
In equation 4.7, the forcing term ∆pc(m˙c), representing the compressor character-
istic, appears. In the previous work [7], where linearised analysis was applied, the
assumption that compressor responds quasi-steadily to changes in mass flow has
been made. However, in [13] it is been demonstrated that there is a definite time lag
between the onset of instability and the establishment of the fully developed rotat-
ing stall pattern. Generally the time lag is of the order of one or more revolutions
of a stall cell. As said in section 3.4.1 there is a mismatch between rotor velocity
and rotating speed of the stall cells, thus the time lag may be estimated as of the
order of several rotor revolution.
The mentioned time lag is considered long enough to allow a significant change
in compressor mass flow during the development of stall cells. The unsteadiness of





with ∆pc,ss(m˙c) denoting the steady-state compressor characteristic, while τ is the





in which N is the number of rotor revolution to be properly chosen, Uc the rotor tip
speed, while R is the compressor rotor mean radius.
4.1.3 Aerodynamic scaling
Aerodynamic scaling is a common practice used to obtain results which are easily
comparable. As argued in [29] the choice of appropriate scaling factors depends on
the type of machine and the relative importance of the different variables involved.
Once scaling factors are chosen, it is possible to normalize all the quantities involved
in the model, this imply several advantages:
 Enabling different compressors comparison
 Enabling different inlet conditions comparison
 Reducing the number of relevant parameters in the mathematical model
The Greitzer’s model presents essentially three quantities to be normalized: pressure,
mass flow, time.
The pressure scaling factor is the dynamic pressure (kinetic energy per unit




The mass flow scaling factor is the characteristic mass flow for a cross section
area equals to that of the compressor’s duct: ρUcAc.
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where Ψc,ss is analogous to τpol defined in section (3.2.2), ψ is the dimensionless
plenum pressure rise, Ψt is the dimensionless throttle characteristic and ξ is the di-
mensionless time. Equation 4.15 is the dimensionless form of equation 4.7, equation
4.16 is the dimensionless form of equation 4.8, equation 4.17 is the dimensionless
mass balance in the plenum (equation 4.9) and equation, 4.18 is the dimensionless
form corresponding to the first order response of the compressor (equation 4.13).
The sets of ODEs contain three parameters, which characterize the overall compres-
sion system. The G parameter depending upon the geometry of both compressor
and throttle ducts, has a weak influence on the model as argued in [13], in which is
kept constant to a value of 0.36 during experiments and simulations; the parameter





The ζ parameter appears only in the last equation, being the dimensionless time lag








Finally the so called Greitzer Parameter B, which is the most important, being
the indicator which discriminate, depending on its values, between rotating stall or











3The value of B indicates also which types of surge will experience the compressor. High values
of B correspond to deep surge, low values of B correspond to mild surge
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4.1.4 Further simplification of the model
The four differential equation previously presented, may be simplified by the follow-
ing assumptions 4:
1. The dynamic correction of compressor characteristic during unsteady tran-
sients may be omitted from the sets of ODEs, being related to the onset of
rotating stall. In fact this work is concerned about system surge, besides rotat-
ing stall is of major concern when dealing with axial compressors, as expressed
in section 3.4.1
2. As argued in [10] and in [29], throttle ducting lengths are usually small, hence
the assumption of no accumulation in the throttle is plausible. The equation
4.16 is thus neglected, meaning that the mass flow m˙t is no longer a state of
the model. The mass flow through the throttle may be obtained by a static
pressure throttle characteristic.
4.1.5 Compressor performance map
The compressor steady characteristic term, appears in both dimensional and dimen-
sionless form of the dynamic model, respectively as ∆pc,ss(m˙c) and Ψc,ss. This means
that, in order to integrate the differential equations, this term must be known. In
the stable region delimited by surge line and choke line, the compressor character-
istic is fully defined, as it is given by the manufacturer of the machine. The stable
part is obtained by measuring mass flow and pressure difference while keeping the
rotational speed constant. To completely specify the behaviour of the compressor,
the characteristic must be defined also in the unstable regime; the problem when
dealing with unstable branch of compressor map is that measurements are difficult
to be performed and likely not reliable. The solution to that is to extend the curve
in the second quadrant with a proper approximation. One of the first attempt in
modelling compressor characteristic at unstable conditions can be found in [18], were
the reverse flow characteristic is modelled as a quadratic polynomial fitted on ex-
periment data, while the cubic polynomial describing unstable positive flow requires
only information on steady-state operating points. In [25] a cubic polynomial de-
scribes both positive and negative unstable regime, this approximation is probably
the most used in all research works.
4Such condition are likely to be satisfied in compressors, this does not mean that are always
true.
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The expression of the cubic law is the following:


















The cubic polynomial may be defined in a similar manner also for the non-dimensional
characteristic:
















As can be notice the dependence from the rotational speed of the impeller, in non-
dimensional form, disappears. This means that the family of dimensional curves
collapse into one non-dimensional curve, 5 and the surge line is transformed in a
local maximum. The reason why this expression has found widespread acceptance
in simulation and control literature is because the cubic seems to capture the general
shape of the compressor characteristic of a large class of compressors (see [12]). This
observation is confirmed by looking at the S-shaped curves described in [11], (see
figure 3.13). In both equations 4.22 and 4.23 three parameters are necessary for
the extrapolation. As said before the extrapolation is based on information on the
stable branch of the curve, consequently H, W , Ψc(0) can be easily calculated.
Figure 4.3: Moore and Greitzer cubic characteristic
As can be seen in figure 4.3 W and H are informations about the surge point,
respectively the half of the surge flow rate and the half of the difference between
surge pressure rise (head) and the minimum of the characheristic Ψc(0).
5This is not completely true, in fact in non-dimensional form there will be different characteristic
depending on the Mach number.
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The minimum of the curve is also known as shut off value of the compressor char-
acteristic, it can be found either experimentally or by considerations on rothalpy6,









in which d1 is the compressor average inlet diameter, while d2 is the impeller exit di-
ameter. The non-dimensional shut off value is obtained by normalizing the pressure







The equation above is used when reliable data on compressor’s internal geometry
are available, otherwise is preferred to use experimental value of Ψc(0), expressed as
fraction of Ψc,ss at surge.
6The rothalpy (R) is defined as R = hi − uicui
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4.1.6 Example of Moore and Greitzer cubic law approxima-
tion
The dimensional characteristic of a centrifugal compressor, for six different impeller
speed, is given in figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4: Head vs volumetric flow rate compressor map. Courtesy of GE Oil &
Gas
The numerical values are not visible as they are property of GE Oil & Gas Nuovo
Pignone s.r.l.
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The numerical extrapolation of the characteristic in the unstable domain is per-
formed on the characteristic in figure 4.4 in both dimensional and non-dimensional
forms. The non-dimensional form of the above characteristic is obtained by nor-




and the volumetric flow with UcAc.
Figure 4.5: Ψc vs. ϕc compressor map
It can be noticed that the non-dimensional characteristic still presents several
curves, because of the different Mach number. From a practical point of view it is
reasonably correct to assume that the six curves may be approximated with four
curves by taking the average Mach number between (0.37; 0.35) and (0.22; 0.24)
and the corresponding curve will fall right in the middle of the two couples of the
aforementioned curves.
7In chapter 3.2 the head is normalized with u22, being u2 the impeller tip speed; this scaling is
been modified by using
U2c
2 in order to be congruent with the Greitzer model
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The extrapolation with the Moore-Greitzer criterion for the dimensional map
gives the following result:
Figure 4.6: Head vs volumetric flow rate extended compressor map
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For the non-dimensional form the result is the following
Figure 4.7: Ψc vs. ϕc extended compressor map
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4.1.7 Throttle characteristic
In equation 4.8 the driving force which causes acceleration of the flow is due to the
pressure difference ∆p−∆pt(m˙t), where ∆pt(m˙t) being representative of the pressure
drop through the throttle, is called throttle characteristic or load characteristic.
As already discussed in section 3.4 the load characteristic will establish, together
with the compressor map, the operative point of the system, that will fall at the
intersection of the two aformentioned curves.
Figure 4.8: Schematic representation of a valve







where G is the specific gravity and Cv is the flow coefficient defined as the volume
(in US gallons) of water at 60◦F that will flow per minute through a valve with a
pressure drop of 1 psi across the valve. ∆P = P1 − P2 is the pressure drop across
the valve as can be seen in figure 4.8. More specifically when sizing a gas valve (for


















. In general it is possible to observe that the flow is always proportional to
the square root of the pressure drop, hence the typical quadratic trend of the load
curve. In [13] and many others work, the throttle characteristic is assumed to have
a simple quadratic expression, which can be derived applying Bernoulli’s law in a




where At is the cross section area of the valve, which is a function of the opening
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Applying the pressure scaling factor to the above equation and rearranging the





4.1.8 Restrictions of the Model
It was briefly discussed in section 4.1.2 some of the limitations intrinsic of the model
developed by Greitzer. Some of them may be smartly avoided by the aid of pro-
cess simulator, while others are likely to be encountered during simulations of real
industrial scenarios.
1. The equations of the model are obtained under the assumption of incompress-
ible motion in the ducts. This condition may be considered valid (see appendix
A if the following relation holds:
M2  1 (4.31)
Usually for industrial compression systems the Mach numbers are well above
0.3 to increase efficiency, thus the incompressibility assumption is invalid. As
argued in [29] analytical solutions of the unsteady compressible flow do not
exist, even CFD techniques will suffer a computational complexity that makes
them ill-suited for applications in control or simulation environment.
2. The lumped parameters approach limits the applicability of the model to those
compressors that resembles the structure depicted in figure 4.1. Especially in
the Oil & Gas applications, the compressor will generally not discharge into
a large plenum volume as could be a gas tank, but rather in a long pipe.
In this scenario the assumption that the pressure gradient inside the plenum
is negligible is not valid. An improvement has been made in [29] where the
author takes into account in the dynamic model the piping acoustic. Another
issue of the lumped parameters approach is that the parameters have to be
accurately calculated as the solution of the problem strongly depend on them;
in case of lack of data assumption on geometrical values or inlet conditions
could lead to a not reliable solution.
3. The outlet temperature should not be specified in order to integrate the sets
of ODEs, nor its effect is somehow explicated in the equations. From the
simulations point of view, this is a great lack, since an outlet temperature
has to be specified within the simulation environment. Further, its value
will modify the outlet density, and also the inlet temperature and density
when the flow reverses. From a mechanical point of view, it is important to
recall that the detrimental effects on the machine8 during surge are due to the
high temperature reached in this conditions. The temperature issue will be
discussed more specifically later, regarding process simulations’ topic.
8In particular: impeller’s blading, labyrinth seals, gaskets.
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4.2 The model of Mazzawy
In [28] the author deals with axial compressors present in gas turbine engine, and aim
to explain the fluid mechanics of the surge phenomenon and its impaxt on engine
structure and compressors’ internal. This evaluation can be used as a reference
during the design phase of the compressor, being capable of predicting the loads to
which the machine is subjected.
It is emphasized the extremely short duration of an engine surge, which consists




 re-establishment of normal flow
All the events listed will usually last for a time of about 0.1 seconds; the shock wave
and flow reversal are the most rapid among them.
Surge begins with a large flow separation from the airfoils within the machine,
induced by an adverse pressure gradient, that can be caused by rapid transients such
as inlet distortion or acceleration-deceleration of flow. When the flow separation
occurs, it is automatically followed by the onset of a shock wave and the progression
of the blocked flow which evolves with a characteristic time typically of the order of
one-two rotor revolutions. The flow in the annulus will present a strong asymmetry
due to the shock wave which causes a reversal of flow. These two events are followed
by a depressurization in which the compressor output is reduced to its zero flow
or shutoff head level, then the compressor resumes pumping and re-pressurizes the
system. The cycle is repeated unless the condition which caused the initial surge
has been alleviated.
This model is not considered in this work because is more suitable in predicting
thermal and mechanical loads rather than describe surge dynamic.
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4.3 Extension of the model to centrifugal com-
pressors
The model of Greitzer was developed for axial compressors, and validated in [14],
where experiments were carried out on a three stage axial flow compressor. In [18]
is presented a study which intend to further explore the Greitzer model and test its
applicability to describe surge in small single stage compressors. The authors of the
paper support with experimental value the validity of the model. In particular was
used a single stage compressor having the following features:
Table 4.1: Description of the compressor used for experiment
Compressor type HOLSET TYPE 4LE-556-52168
Diffuser type Vaned radial









Two experiments with two different rotational speed were carried out:
 30000 rpm; B = 0.55; ωsurge = 15 Hz
 54000 rpm; B = 0.98; ωsurge = 11.8 Hz
The non-dimensional compressor characteristic used is described by the following
equation:
ϕc ≤ 0 −→ Ψc = 21.9ϕ2c + 0.85 (4.32a)
0 ≤ ϕc ≤ 0.152 −→ Ψc = −254ϕ3c + 58ϕ2c + 0.85 (4.32b)
ϕc > 0.152 −→ Ψc = −69ϕc3 + 25.6ϕ2c − 3ϕc + 1.4 (4.32c)
The results obtained show that the Greitzer’s Model give a satisfactory descrip-
tion of the dynamic of surge, even for centrifugal compressors; this results will be




Simulations of the dynamic model were performed within two different environments
 Matlab
 Process simulator (UniSim Design, HYSYS)
First the sets of ODEs is solved in Matlab, where is successively validated by means
of comparison with literature’s results. Successively the implementation of the model
in the process simulator was made step by step, in order to assess periodically the
goodness of simulations and to continuously improve the model developed until a
discrete user friendliness was reached.
4.4.1 Validation
The advantage of using Matlab to solving a system of differential equations, is
that the integration is carried by the software itself; this means that no numerical
algorithm has to be implemented in the Matlab code. The validation had to be
performed by matching Matlab results with literature ones, because of the lack of
experimental data.
Simulations were carried out at different values of Greitzer parameter (B) in
order to accomplish a rigorous comparison with results found in [18]; all the con-
ditions needed to run a congruent simulation are described in the previous section.
To further assess the goodness of the model, the shape of the surge cycle obtained
by post-processing the simulation results, are compared with those found in [29] to
evaluate how the type of surge obtained depend on B parameter. Matlab files can
be found in appendix B
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Comparison: B = 0.55
(a) From literature [18] (b) From simulation
Figure 4.9: Surge cycles
(a) From literature [18] (b) From simulation
Figure 4.10: Pressure and mass flow oscillations
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Comparison B = 0.98
(a) From literature [18] (b) From simulation
Figure 4.11: Surge cycle
(a) From literature [18] (b) From simulation
Figure 4.12: Pressure and mass flow oscillation
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The data seems to match and the model may be considered validated. In order
to obtain a sounder validation, Matlab simulation were also compared with data
found in [29].
Mild surge : B = 0.15
(a) From literature [29] (b) From simulation
Figure 4.13: Surge cycle
Deep surge : B = 5
(a) From literature [29] (b) From simulation
Figure 4.14: Surge cycle
Rotating stall: B = 0.05
(a) From literature [29] (b) From simulation
Figure 4.15: Surge cycle
In figure 4.15b the scale was reduced for the sake of visualization. In can be noticed
that the model describes various types of surge by varying B parameter, and the
critic value of B is found to be 0.05 for which compressor exhibits rotating stall.
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4.4.2 Implementation of the model in the process simulator
Once the model is validated it is possible to implement it in the process simula-
tor. This operation will extend the standard capacity of the simulator making it
capable to deal with surge dynamic and to simulate reverse flow condition. The
implementation was performed in different phases:
 Standalone simulation and comparison with Matlab
 Development of the structure: Compressor - Plenum - Throttle
 Implementation of stable compressor map aided by an interpolation tool
 Calculation of outlet compressor temperature
Standalone simulation in process simulator
In the first phase the equations of the Greitzer Model have been implemented and
integrated, by the aid of a spreadsheet, in the process simulator. The numerical
integration was carried out by applying explicit Euler’s algorithm.
Generally a system of ODEs can be represented by the following relation:
dy
dt
= f(t, y) (4.33a)
y(t0) = y0 (4.33b)
where y ∈ Rn.
Basically the explicit Euler’s method exploits a first order Taylor approximation
of y aroun t0 to compute y at t1. The difference between t1 and t0 is called step size.
The most general form of the algorithm is the following:
yk = yk−1 + hf (tk−1, yk−1) (4.34)
in which h = tk − tk−1 is the step size. This method is simple and intuitive, which
makes it suitable for an implementation in the simulator, however the discretization9
error depends strongly on the step size, thus the solution may be not particularly
accurate if a proper step size has not been selected. It was found that the optimal
value of the step size for simulating surge dynamic is 0.001seconds, which allows a
conservative estimation of the derivatives when the flow reverses and strong gradient
are present; this value is a good this value is a good compromise between accuracy
(as can be seen comparing figure 4.16a with 4.16b and figure 4.17a with 4.17b) and
computational velocity.
This phase of the implementation has the only goal to test out the numerical
algorithm and to check if the results obtained are congruent with those obtained in
Matlab.
9The discretization error (ek) is defined as the difference between the real solution ytk and the
numerical solution yk: ek = ytk − yk
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(a) From Process simulator
(b) From Matlab
Figure 4.16: Mass flow oscillation
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(a) From Process simulator
(b) From Matlab
Figure 4.17: Plenum pressure oscillation
Compressor-Plenum-Throttle structure
An enhancement has been made by developing the aforementioned structure. In the
simulation environment the compressor has been modelled as a subflowsheet, the
plenum as a tank V-100, while the throttle as a valve VLV-100. The structure is
illustrated in the picture below:
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Figure 4.18: Dynamic model structure in the process simulator
This context presents some advantages compared with Matlab
 Equations 4.16 and 4.17 have not to be solved, as they are integrated by the
Pressure-Flow solver 10 of the simulator.
 It is possible to vary the throttle area At during the simulation, by simply
changing the degree of opening of the valve.
 The physical properties of the gas are calculated by the simulator through an
adequate thermo-dynamic model11,thus they can be imported in the spread-
sheet for calculation purposes.
In the subflowsheet environment there are some spreadsheets in which equation 4.15
is integrated, then the result is exported and continuously updated in the stream
worksheet. The subflowsheet is a powerful and easily customizable tool, which
has made possible to implement the interpolation of compressor map and outlet
temperature calculation as will be discussed in the next paragraphs.
10In the simulations, the dimensional equation 4.7) is used instead of the dimensionless one, in
order to be congruent with the equations solved by the pressure-flow solver.




Implementation of stable compressor map
It is desirable to have the possibility to insert the compressor map data in the process
simulation, this functionality is already available in the standard compressor tab of
the process simulator (see [1]). In this way two major aspects of dynamic simulations
are accomplished
1. The operative point during steady-state operation will be calculated depending
on the compressor map inserted.
2. The required data for extrapolating the compressor map in the second quad-
rant are available at any instant.
The issue when inserting the compressor map is that this last one is rarely given as
an analytical function, but rather as a set of stable operating point; this requires
an interpolation or better two interpolations: in fact besides to interpolate from
one point to another at different flow, the compressor map should be interpolated
also through velocity values as it is possible to change the rotational velocity. The
map in the simulator is inserted in non-dimensional form, but as already argued in
section 4.1.6 the dependence on velocity is not completely eliminated as there are
different curves for different Mach numbers.
If two points of the map are known (ϕ1,Ψc1), (ϕ2,Ψc2), then to find the head
coefficient Ψci for a given flow coefficient ϕi such that:
ϕ1 < ϕi < ϕ2 (4.35)
The following linear interpolation is applied:
Ψci =
ϕi − ϕ1
ϕ2 − ϕ1 (Ψc2 −Ψc1) + Ψ1 (4.36)
The same procedure may be applied to compute the efficiency as an interpolated
value between two points.In order to interpolate for different values of velocity an-
other expression is required; in particular a quadratic interpolation is needed to





The issue of calculating the outlet temperature of the compressor is of extremely
importance as already said in section 4.1.8. Usually the discharge temperature may
be calculated by means of the following equation:
T2 = T1 · r n−1n (4.37)
This expression however is valid only under the assumption of ideal gas. The hypoth-
esis of ideal gas behaviour is rarely applicable in Oil & Gas application, because of
the usual high pressure of the system. In this case a more rigorous procedure should
be applied as is described in [23]. To avoid the complexity of the method proposed
in [23] another method has been used, exploiting the potentiality of the process
simulator. As can be seen in [1] at page 6-10 the polytropic head for a compression


















































where the subscript −is indicates the isentropic condition while −act the real con-
dition. To obtain the values of density and enthalpy at isentropic conditions the
inlet and outlet stream of the compressor have been duplicated and then entropy
was imported from the other stream. By solving equations from 4.38d to 4.38a it is
possible to calculate the polytropic head, and then by applying equations 3.14 and
3.13 it is possible to calculate the enthalpy difference between discharge and suction.
The discharge enthalpy is trivially obtained by the following equation:
hOUT = hIN + ∆h (4.39)
The exportation of the enthalpy value calculated in the stream properties, allows
the simulator to calculate the real discharge temperature of the compressor, besides
this procedure is also applicable when flow reverses, thus obtaining the dynamic
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5.1 Process description and goals of the simula-
tion
A natural gas stream, with an average molecular weight of 25.1 g
gmole
has to be com-
pressed at 368bar. The feed arrive to the compressor station with a pressure of
227.8bar and a temperature of 66◦C. The model developed has been implemented
in the process simulator for this case study, by simply substituting the original com-
pressor with the subflowsheet first developed; surge cycle were obtained by closing
the discharge throttling valve, successively an emergency shut-down was simulated
to asses the behaviour of the anti-surge system. Finally a sensitivity analysis was
carried out in order to analyse which parameters have the strongest influence on the
dynamic response of the compressor.
All the simulations have been carried out by using the dimensional form of Gre-
itzer’s equations; the pressure-flow solver integrates equations 4.8 and 4.9 while in
the subflowsheet equation 4.7 is solved numerically. Due to the high pressure of the
stream, the use of the head instead of pressure is preferred, therefore equation 4.7













where ∆h is the enthalpy difference between the suction and the discharge stream
of the subflowsheet (compressor) as can be see in figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: Subflowsheet representing the compressor
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5.1.1 Centrifugal compressor process installation
A typical process flow diagram for a compression system is depicted in the figure
below:
Figure 5.2: Compression system PFD
Generally the process installation of a centrifugal compressor follows a typical
configuration which consists of the following main components:
Flow control
Most compression processes require the compressor to deliver a relatively constant
discharge pressure over a range of capacities. The process can control discharge
pressure by the means of compressor characteristic curve which as already explained
in chapter 2 describes the relation between flow and pressure rise. Various solution
may be adopted to accomplish this task:
Speed control. Centrifugal compressor drivers are either of the fixed or variable
speed type. Most steam or gas turbines and those electric motors equipped with a
variable frequency drive system are all available as variable speed drivers. For a given
discharge pressure, compressor capacity may be increased by merely increasing the
speed of rotation. Conversely, capacity may be decreased by reducing compressor
speed. Capacity control by speed variation is the most effective way to maximize
the operating flexibility of a centrifugal compressor.
Suction throttling valve also known as anti-stonewall valve. A fixed-speed motor
is often the least expensive driver for a centrifugal compressor. When designing a
centrifugal compressor driven by a fixed-speed motor, it is necessary to establish the
speed based on the operating condition that requires the largest capacity for the
required discharge pressure. When operating at lower capacities, the compressor
inherently delivers a greater discharge pressure (for a given process suction pressure)
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than desired. The solution to this problem is to install a throttle valve at the inlet
of the compressor. Suction pressure reduction by throttling increases the pressure
ratio required to deliver a given discharge pressure, besides the suction pressure
reduction causes a reduction of inlet density resulting in less power required for the
compression. The economic trade-off for this method of capacity control is then:
additional compressor power vs. additional capital expenditure for a variable speed
driver.
Variable inlet guide vanes. The compressor performance characteristic curve can
be adjusted by changing the direction of the flow of gas into the impeller. When
a system of variable inlet guide vanes is employed, it is possible to adjust the inlet
guide vane angles to maintain a desired discharge pressure over a range of capacity.
Practical design limitations make it difficult to install variable vanes at all stages
other than the first stage. For single stage compressors, this method of control is
sometimes quite effective. However, for multistage compressors, the range of control
is less effective and becomes even less so with increasing numbers of stages.
Anti-surge system
The anti-surge system consists in anti-surge valves (ASV) and anti-surge controller
(ASC). This equipment is fundamental to avoid the operation in surge condition.
Anti-surge protection is provided by the ASV which is a control valve that opens,
allowing gas from the compressor outlet to re-circulate to the inlet; gas must be
cooled first to avoid increases in suction temperature. This protection equipment
will be discussed more specifically later, after results of simulation are presented.
Flare valve
The flare valve protects upstream equipment from overpressurization that may occur
because of a flow increase and prevents overloading of the compressor driver. For
a constant discharge pressure system, an increase in flow results in an increase in
suction pressure. Higher suction pressures deliver more mass flow and, therefore,
increase the power required to operate the compressor. The presence of a suction
throttle valve also can contribute to an increase in pressure upstream from the
compressor. Thus, flare valves are particularly important in installations with inlet
throttling.
Shut-down valve
A shut down valve (SDV or Emergency shut-down valve ESDV) is an actuated
valve designed to stop the flow upon the detection of a dangerous event. Shut-down
valves are installed at both the suction and discharge to enable the compressor to
be isolated during shutdown periods.
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Blow-down valve
The term gas blow down is referred to venting of gas accumulated in equipments,
process facilities or oil production wells. At shutdown, after the shutdown valves
have isolated the compressor, the pressure in the compressor settles out to a level
determined by a variety of factors. The purpose of blow-down valves is to depres-
surize the compressor. Blow-down valves are emergency on-off valves activated by a
signal from the Emergency Shut Down (ESD) system, rather than direct activation
by overpressure in the protected equipment.
Check valve
Check valves are designed to prevent backflow in a piping system. These valves are
energized by the fluid itself flowing in the pipe and only open up when the fluid
flows in one particular direction. The pressure of the fluid passing through opens







Figure 5.3: Schematic representation of a swing check valve
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After cooler
Aftercoolers are heat exchangers for cooling the discharge compressed gas, in order
to control discharge temperature which may be limited by process constraints. Af-
tercoolers are also used in multistage compressors where after each stage the gas
is cooled in order to emulate an isothermal compression and thus improving the
efficiency.
Suction scrubbers
Erosion of compressor components can be caused by ingestion of excessive liquid.
To prevent erosion damage, suction scrubbers are installed to remove liquids that
condense in the gas suction line because of cooling or that result from an upstream-
process upset resulting in liquid entrainment to the gas suction line. These compres-
sor suction drums may be equipped with demister pads and wire mesh to improve
the efficiency of liquid droplet removal.
5.2 Results of simulations
As said above different simulations were carried out during the sensitivity analysis,
before discussing about these results it is reasonable to explain the base case Some
parameters were always kept constant as representative of the process conditions,
these are the inlet conditions values: P = 227.8bar, T = 66◦C, Mw = 25.1
g
gmole
In all simulations, except those who reproduce an ESD, the onset of surge was
caused by closing the discharge throttle to a value of 20% of the maximum opening.
Figure 5.4: Simulation setting
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For the sensitivity analysis the parameters that were changed are: Vp, Lc,Ψc(0), N, ηpol
for negative mass flow and the suction scrubber volume Vs. The base case is repre-
sented by the following conditions:
 Vp = 4.225m
3
 Lc = 4.2 m
 Ψc(0) = 0.5Ψc,ss at surge conditions
 N = 11680 rpm
 ηpol = −1
 Vs = 7.050m
3
5.2.1 Base case: surge cycles
The results of the simulation are presented in graphic form:
Mass flow
Figure 5.5: Base case simulation: mass flow
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Pressure
Figure 5.6: Base case simulation: pressure
Temperature
Figure 5.7: Base case simulation: temperature
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Head
Figure 5.8: Base case simulation : head
Polytropic efficiency
Figure 5.9: Base case simulation: polytropic efficiency
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5.2.2 Base case: ESD
In the industrial practice safety systems are required to avoid incident that could
harm people or cause general damage to buildings and to the environment. These
systems are not intended for controlling the process itself but rather for protecting
it. Process control and safety systems, however, are usually merged under one
system called Integrated control and safety system.The function of an ESD system
is to detect a condition or event sufficiently hazardous or undesirable as to require
shut-down and then to effect transition to a safe state.The potential hazards are
determined by a method of hazard identification such as hazop. Estimates are
then made of the frequency and consequences of these hazards. This protection is
effected by identifying the operating parameters which must be kept within limits
if realization of the hazards is to be avoided and selecting shut-down actions which
will achieve this. It is not always necessary to shut-down the whole plant and there
are different levels of ESD, such as shut-down of an individual unit or of a section of





Flow shut-off includes shut-off of feed and other flows. It often involves shut-down
of machinery and may include isolation of units. Energy reduction covers shut-off of
heat input and initiation of additional cooling. Material transfer refers to pressure
reduction, venting and blow-down. For further detail on the subject refer to [24].
In the industrial scenario simulated, the ESD involves the following event:
 Driver shut-off
 ESD valves are closed down
 Anti-surge system is activated : Anti-surge valve opens
The event scheduler, which is a tool integrated in the process simulator, can simulate
all this event listed above. Anyway to reproduce the real behaviour of the compressor
a torque balance is needed in order to have the instantaneous velocity of the rotor.




= Td − Tc (5.3)
where Td is the driver torque, Tc is the resistive torque of the compressor, I is the
moment of inertia of the rotor and ω us the angular velocity of the impeller which
is linked to N by the following relation:
ω = 2piN (5.4)
Solving equation 5.3 and importing the results as an input of the compressor, allow
to simulate the decreasing trend of the rotational velocity of the compressor.
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The results of the ESD simulated are presented in graphic form, in particular
the trend of:
 Frequency of rotation;
 Mass flow rate;
 Suction and discharge pressure;
 Suction and discharge temperature;
 Polytropic head;
 Polytropic efficiency;
have been plotted in time
Frequency of rotation
Figure 5.10: ESD base case simulation: frequency of rotation
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Mass flow rate
Figure 5.11: ESD base case simulation: mass flow rate
Pressure
Figure 5.12: ESD base case simulation: pressure
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Temperature
Figure 5.13: ESD base case simulation: temperature
Polytropic head
Figure 5.14: ESD Base case simulation: polytropic head
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Polytropic efficiency
Figure 5.15: ESD Base case simulation: polytropic efficiecny
Comments on results
In figure 5.10 it is possible to observe the decreasing trend of the rotational speed
of the compressor; this trend is the result of the torque balance, equation 5.3. After
very few seconds of constant speed, the rotational speed starts to decrease with its
own dynamic, until it reaches the value of about 2000rpm at 40seconds, the final
time of simulation. The operative point of the compressor, after the deceleration of
the impeller, will move towards the surge limit line (SLL); the onset of surge will
coincide with the crossing of the SLL. As can be seen in figure 5.11, it takes less
than one second for the compressor to enters in surge conditions. When this occur
the anti-surge valve (ASV) will open, allowing the gas to recirculate to the inlet.
The onset of surge occur exactly at second 0.63 while it takes about 3 seconds for
the anti-surge system to detect surge condition, open the ASV and restore normal
flow condition. These data are extremely important for the design of the anti-surge
system, as will be discussed later.
In figure 5.12 and 5.13 pressure and temperature temporal trend are plotted for
both suction and discharge; as expected values of both pressure and temperature
equalize to a value given by energy and mass balances. If the discharge pressure




The sensitivity analysis has been carried out on:
1. Surge cycles
2. ESD
In the first case the following parameters have been analysed:
 Surge frequency
 Time spent in reverse flow
 Amplitude of reverse flow
 Reverse flow time / Cycle time ratio
For the sensitivity analysis performed on ESD simulations surge frequency have no
meaning; it is in fact desirable to have the least possible number of surge cycles,
reflecting the fact that the anti-surge works in a proper way. In light of this the
following parameters have been investigated:
 Time spent in reverse flow
 Amplitude of reverse flow





5.3.1 Surge cycles sensitivity analysis
Shut-off head
For this analysis the following values have been chosen:
 Ψc(0) = 0.2Ψc,ss at surge
 Ψc(0) = 0.5Ψc,ss at surge
 Ψc(0) = 0.8Ψc,ss at surge
by varying Ψc(0) the non-dimensional map will change as shown in the following
figure:
Figure 5.16: Non-dimensional map for different shut-off head values
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Figure 5.17: Surge frequency
Figure 5.18: Reverse flow time
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Figure 5.19: Reverse flow amplitude
Figure 5.20: Reverse flow time- cycle time ratio
Comments The frequency of surge has an increasing trend, conversely the reverse
flow time decreases as Ψc(0) increase (figures 5.17 and 5.18); this reflects the fact that
greater is the shut-off head, shorter will be the time spent in the second quadrant




The downstream volume has been changed in order to accomplish this analysis. The
following values have been selected:
 Vp = 3.725m
3
 Vp = 4.225m
3
 Vp = 8.225m
3
Figure 5.21: Surge frequency
Figure 5.22: Reverse flow time
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Figure 5.23: Reverse flow amplitude
Figure 5.24: Reverse flow time- cycle time ratio
Comments As expected increasing the volume of the plenum will result in a lower
surge frequency and a greater reverse flow time. This trend indicates that for large
volume the time required for re-pressurization is longer, since the pressure in the
volume will decrease more slowly. No significant changes have been observed for the




This investigation has been made with following values:
 Vscrubber = 1m
3
 Vscrubber = 7.050m
3
 Vscrubber = 14m
3
Figure 5.25: Surge frequency
Figure 5.26: Reverse flow time
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Figure 5.27: Reverse flow amplitude
Figure 5.28: Reverse flow time- cycle time ratio




For this analysis the following values have been chosen:
 N = 11400rpm
 N = 11400rpm
 N = 11400rpm
Figure 5.29: Surge frequency
Figure 5.30: Reverse flow time
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Figure 5.31: Reverse flow amplitude
Figure 5.32: Reverse flow time- cycle time ratio
Comments Amplitude is found to be the only parameter that has been influenced
by the frequency of rotation. In particular greater is the speed greater will be the




For this analysis the following values have been chosen:
 Lc = 1m
 Lc = 4.2m
 Lc = 10m
Figure 5.33: Surge frequency
Figure 5.34: Reverse flow time
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Figure 5.35: Reverse flow amplitude
Figure 5.36: Reverse flow time- cycle time ratio
Comments The results suggest that Lc variation does not influence any of the
parameters analysed. Actually the changes of frequency and reverse flow time are
rather small when compared to those caused by variation of Ψc(0) or Vp. Compressor
length should have the same effect as that of an organ pipe length: the longer the
pipe, the lower the frequency.
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Efficiency during reverse flow
Figure 5.37: Surge frequency
Figure 5.38: Reverse flow time
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Figure 5.39: Reverse flow amplitude
Figure 5.40: Reverse flow time- cycle time ratio




5.3.2 ESD sensitivity analysis
The same analysis has been carried out on ESD simulations. The values of the
parameters are the same of the previous analysis. The frequency of rotation can
not be analysed in this case, as is no longer a constant parameter, but will change
during the simulation as mentioned in section 5.2.2
Shut-off head
Figure 5.41: Reverse flow time
Figure 5.42: Reverse flow amplitude
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Figure 5.43: Equalization temperature
Figure 5.44: Equalization pressure
Comments In figure 5.41 it is possible to observe the decreasing trend of the
reverse flow time. As already argued above, regarding the sensitivity analysis of
surge cycles, the shape of the characteristic, in particular the shut-off head value,
will influence the time spent in the second quadrant. Pressure and temperature
finale values are not influenced by Ψc(0), while the amplitude of oscillation becomes




Figure 5.45: Reverse flow time
Figure 5.46: Reverse flow amplitude
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Figure 5.47: Equalization temperature
Figure 5.48: Equalization pressure
Comments The plenum volume is found to be the most influencing parameter of
this analysis. Other than the usual increasing trend of the reverse flow time, in this
case it is interesting to observe how the final values of temperature and pressure
change with varying Vp. A larger plenum will have a greater hear capacity and will





Figure 5.49: Reverse flow time
Figure 5.50: Reverse flow amplitude
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Figure 5.51: Equalization temperature
Figure 5.52: Equalization pressure
Comments An increase of the scrubber volume causes the same effects, regarding
the reverse flow time, as the plenum volume, however with a lower magnitude. By
looking at figure 5.51 and 5.52, instead, the effect is the exact opposite. An increase
of Vs will result in lower values of pressure and temperature when the system is





Figure 5.53: Reverse flow time
Figure 5.54: Reverse flow amplitude
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Figure 5.55: Equalization temperature
Figure 5.56: Equalization pressure
Comments No significant changes have been observed during this analysis.
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Efficiency during reverse flow
Figure 5.57: Reverse flow time
Figure 5.58: Reverse flow amplitude
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Figure 5.59: Equalization temperature
Figure 5.60: Equalization pressure
Comments A slight change in reverse flow time can be observed, this is due to
the fact that the power absorbed by the compressor is linked to the efficiency, thus




Many definitions of surge have been used in the previous sections, but they all
settle on stating that surge is an event in which the energy contained in the gas
being compressed becomes equal, or larger than the energy imparted by the rotating
impeller of the compressor; as a result the gas rapidly expands in an abnormal










It has been argued that surge is an extremely undesired event, this is due to its
consequences, summarized below:
 Unstable flow and pressure
 Lower efficiency
 Increased seal clearances and leakage
 Increased temperature level
 Damage increasing with severity to seals, bearings, impellers and shaft
 Reduced compressor life
The severity of these consequences makes it necessary the use of a protection system
designed in a manner to eliminate or minimize the potential for surge. For basic
control operation such as could be a load change, the anti-surge control valve (ASV
or ASCV) controlled by the anti-surge controller1 (ASC) is utilized. This system
detects when compressor is approaching to surge and subsequently takes action to
reverse the movement of the operating point towards the surge line. This decreases
the plenum pressure and increases the flow through the compressor, resulting in
stable working conditions.
Due to inaccuracies in measurements and response times of transmitters and
valves, anti-surge control achieves a surge control line (SCL) parallel to the surge
1Generally the controller is a PID.
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limit line. The control line is offset to the right of the surge line by a margin typically
equal to 3-10 % of inlet volume flow at surge.
Figure 5.61: Surge limit line and surge control line
In accidental scenarios such as could be an ESD, further equipment are involved
in anti-surge protection, in order to guarantee a faster reaction. As can bee seen in
figure 5.4 there are two other recycle lines; the first one above the ASV regulated
by the cold-gas-bypass-valve (CGBV), the second one below the compressor is the
hot-gas-bypass-valve (HGBV). During an ESD one of these valves opens together
with ASV 2, thus guaranteeing quicker response and larger volume recirculated.
It is important to underline the importance of dynamic simulations in sizing
both cold and hot recycle lines; in particular after dynamic simulations of an ESD
are carried out the results have to be analysed, the surge cycles allowed without
any severe consequences are 3, 4 or 6, depending on the surge sensitivity number
(SSN) which is a function of the machine type (materials, seals, bearings) and the
operative pressures. If the above condition is not satisfied the anti-surge system
needs to be revised.




6.1 Overview of the work done
The compressor performance map relating non-dimensionalised pressure rise to flow
coefficient has four quadrants, although only the first quadrant is usually considered.
In this work the second quadrant has been explained and used for process dynamic
simulations.
In Chapter 2 centrifugal compressors have been described and their role in the
Oil & Gas industry has been extensively discussed.
In Chapter 3 the first quadrant characteristic is obtained by means of ther-
modynamic and fluid dynamic principles. The limits of operation of centrifugal
compressors are considered with particular attention on system surge of which a
qualitative description is given. Finally all four quadrants are explained and the
map for the different modes of operation are illustrated.
In Chapter 4 the dynamic model for describing surge is obtained. The model of
Mazzawy is mentioned and its applications are argued; particular attention is paid
to Greitzer’s model which has been extensively treated. First a description of the
model and the equation are given, then the validation is shown in order to assess
the applicability to centrifugal compressors. The restrictions of the model are dis-
cussed and the possibility to obtain misleading results has been argued. Finally the
first implementation in the process simulator is analysed and compared to Matlab
simulations, results of the two simulations show a perfect matching.
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The aspects of major interest are found to be:
 Numerical integration algorithm
 Advantages in implementing the model into the process simulator
 Possibility of calculating discharge temperature
In Chapter 5 a case study is presented. The process is first described and all the
equipment required for compressor installation are listed and explained. The first
results shown regard the surge cycles; the oscillation of both pressure and mass
flow are presented in graphic form, besides temperature head and efficiency are also
plotted. Afterwards an Emergency Shut-Down is simulated, thus obtaining useful
results for anti-surge sizing. Finally two sensitivity analysis’ results are presented,
showing that the most influencing parameters are:
 Plenum volume
 Shut-off head
 Suction scrubber volume
In particular the first two have always strong influence on surge frequency and time
spent in reverse flow, while the third has a slight impact on results only in the ESD
case. The other parameters analysed did not show any influence.
6.2 Observations and future works
In the Oil & Gas field it is highly desirable to have no disrupts in order to guarantee
a nearly constant production. The phenomenon of surge may lead to sudden main-
tenance that could slow down the plant production. It has been shown that with
the aid of simulations it is possible to avoid, or at least limit, the effects of these
undesired phenomena by implementing adequate measure of protection, designed
on the basis of simulations’ results. The ESD simulations are particularly useful to
assess the operability of a compressor within a process during accidental scenarios,
avoiding malfunctions and guaranteeing a proper sizing of the protection system. It
has to be stressed that for sizing the anti-surge system (cold or hot by-pass) simu-
lations results are fundamental, thus the more reliable simulations are safer is the
protection system designed.
This work represents an approach to use dynamic models in order to describe
unconventional operations such as surge, aided by the concept of four quadrant
characteristics. This work can be a start point in order to develop active control
based on the surge dynamic obtained by the simulations, besides, the approach used
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A.1 Speed of sound
Sound is a longitudinal,mechanical wave. Sound waves consist of areas of high and
low pressure called compressions and rarefactions respectively. This waves propa-
gates in different medium with different speeds, depending on the physical properties
of the medium.
The momentum equation for a pressure variation with infinitesimal amplitude
gives:




Considering the flow within the wave to be stationary, then the continuity equations
yields:
ρu = constant (A.2a)








For an infinitesimal pressure change it is reasonable to assume an adiabatic process,
and by neglecting viscous effects, the pressure change may be considered a reversible

























A.1. SPEED OF SOUND








If the medium is a gas then, for a polytropic process:
p
ρk
= constant⇒ p = cρk (A.7)
where c is a generic constant and k is the specific heat capacity ratio. Substitution
of equation A.7 and the assumption of ideal gas behaviour yields to:




It is possible to consider a process isentropic (or pseudo-isentropic) if the following
relation holds:
Tds cpdT ' βvTdp (A.9)
where β is the coefficient of thermal expansion while v represents the volume.









Considering the first thermodynamic principles Tds = di+ pdv, and substitute it in











The continuity equation of energy states that energy cannot be created or destroyed.











∇ · u (A.12)
where Φ represent the dissipation due to viscous effects. Combination of equation



















∇ · u (A.14)
The inequality is verified if
β
cp
u2  Re and if β
ρ
∆T  PeT . where Re is the
Reynolds number while PeT . is the Peclet number for heat transfer.
Under this assumptions the pressure gradient can be estimated as of the order


















The condition of incompressible flow, which may be translated in physical terms as
∆ρ
ρ
 1 is verified when:
u2
a2
 1⇒M2  1 (A.18)
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A.3. BERNOULLI’S LAW APPLIED TO A FLUID FLOWING THROUGH AN
ORIFICE
A.3 Bernoulli’s law applied to a fluid flowing through
an orifice
Bernoulli’s law can be derived from the principle of conservation of energy. This
states that, in a steady flow, the sum of all forms of energy in a fluid along a
streamline is the same at all points on that streamline. This requires that the sum






+ ρgh = constant (A.19)
Figure A.1: Schematization of an orifice













For low Mach numbers the flow can be considered incompressible, thus ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ.
The pressure drop across the restriction are given by the difference of pressure:
∆p = p1 − p2 (A.21)
Besides applying the continuity equation in integral form the following relation is
obtained:





By definition for an orifice holds the condition that : A2  A1, hence by looking at
equation A.22b it is reasonable to neglect the kinetic term in section 1, being much




















1 %Hansen et al extension of Greitzer ’s model




6 B = PAR.B;
7 G = PAR.G;
8
9 %System of ODE
10 dx = zeros (3 ,1);
11 mc = x(1); %Dimensionless
12 mt = x(2); %Dimensionless
13 DP = x(3); %Dimensionless
14
15 % Dimensionless pressure drop throttle
16 Ftilde = ((PAR.Ac/PAR.At)^2)* mt^2;
17
18 % Definition of compressor characteristic
19 if mc <= 0
20 psi = 21.9* mc.^2 + 0.85;
21 elseif mc <0.152
22 psi = -254*mc.^3 + 58*mc.^2 +0.85;
23 else
24 psi =-69*mc.^3 + 25.6*mc.^2 - 3*mc + 1.4;
25 end
26 dx(1) = B*(psi -DP);
27 dx(2) = B/G*(DP -Ftilde );
28 dx(3) = (1/(B))*(mc-mt);
29 dx = PAR.omega*dx; %scaling of time
30 end
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B.2. INTEGRATION OF THE MODEL
B.2 Integration of the model






7 PAR.N = input (’Insert N value (rpm) ’ )
8 PAR.Pin = input (’ Insert suction pressure value (Pa) ’)
9 PAR.T = input (’Insert suction temperature value (K) ’)
10 PAR.Vp =input (’Insert plenum volume value (m3) ’)
11 PAR.At = input (’Insert throttle area value (m2) ’)
12 PAR.D2 = 0.45;
13 z = 0.81; %Compressibility factor
14 PAR.U = (pi*PAR.N*PAR.D2 )/60; %Wheel speed m/s
15 PAR.MW = 29; % Molecular weight of air
16 PAR.R = 8314/ PAR.MW; % Gas constant for air
17 PAR.rho = PAR.Pin/(z*PAR.R*PAR.T); %Gas density
18 PAR.cp = 1004; % Specific heat capacity J/kg K
19 PAR.gamma = 1.4; % Isentropic coefficient
20 PAR.Ac = (pi /4)*(( PAR.D1t^2)-(PAR.D1h ^2)); %Compressor area
21 PAR.Lt = 0.25;
22 PAR.Lc = 5;
23 PAR.a = sqrt(z*PAR.gamma*PAR.R*PAR.T);
24 PAR.omega = PAR.a*sqrt(PAR.Ac/(PAR.Vp*PAR.Lc));
25 PAR.B = (PAR.U/(2* PAR.a))* sqrt(PAR.Vp/(PAR.Lc*PAR.Ac));









35 trange = [0 20];
36 mc0 = 0.06;
37 mt0 = 0.04323;
38 psi0 = 0.685;
39 xzero = [mc0 mt0 psi0];
40
41 %Solution
42 [T,X] = ode23(@Model ,trange , xzero );
43
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44 %Plot results
45 figure (1);
46 plot (X(:,1), X(:,3),’b’);
47 mc = -0.25:0.01:0.4;
48 mt = linspace(0, 0.1, 10);
49 %Compressor Characteristic (least square reg)
50 psi = 0.6 -0.4*mc + 80.5*mc^2 -958.7*mc^3
51 + 35642* mc.^4 -4623.3*mc^5;
52
53 % Dimensionless pressure drop throttle








62 plot(mt, Ftilde ,’g’);
63 xlabel(’Dimensionless mass flow’)
64 ylabel (’Dimensionless pressure rise’)








73 ylabel(’Mass flow through compressor and throttle ’)





79 xlabel (’Time (s)’)
80 ylabel (’Dimensionless Plenum pressure ’)
81 title (’Oscillation of pressure in the plenum ’)
82 hold on
83 Pressure = PAR.Pin/(PAR.rho*(PAR.U^2)/2);
84 plot(T,Pressure );
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